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COCK O'THE NORTH Angus Railway Group

Newsletter for February I March 1975.

E D I TOR I A L

Rather unforseen circumstances, involving an unexpected
change of editorship, have made it necessary on thia occasion to
integrate the February and March Newsletters into one issue.

Now, however, that we have at length arrived, avid readers
will doubtless be anxious to gather up their luggage and hurry on
to more interesting and informative articles. For that reason,
this editorial halt viII be as brief as possible and while station
staff are busy closing doors, there may just be time to record
our appreciation to Mr Lockhart from Kingennie and Messrs. Peter
Ovenstone and Andrew Boyd of the S.R.P.S. for their excellent
talks in February and March and to thank our hosts on these two
evenings. -

Already the green flag is being briskly waived and our
powerful engine, renowned for its fast runs between Edinburgh and
Dundee, is on the move once again. Presently, we expect to hear
a steward coming along the corridor saying " First call for any
more articles ", This is because we are endeavouring to produce
the April Newsletter in time for the Meeting on the 20th of this
month. At present, it seems rather like boarding an Aberdeen
express and attempting Full Breakfast or High Tea between
Arbroath and Dundee~ .

So all articles for inclusion, please, as quickly as possible
to either Ian Rattray or myself.

The Last of the Few?
A member asks whether he was believing his eyes when, on two

consecutive days towards the end of March, he saw a Clayton Class
17/1 in green Iivery standing outside Dundee Diesel Depot. Has
anyone an idea of its past or future destinations?
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n Railway " Special Stamps

A special issue of postage stamps is being made on 13th
August 1975. There will be 7p, 8p, lOp and 12p stamps and they
will be withdrawn from sale with effect from 15th October 1975.

Any members wishing a First Day Commerative Cover, bearing
the railway stamps and cancelled " Dundee, First Day of Issue ",
should let me have 42p ( 5p for .It'irstDay Cover ) by the 13th
August.

Lindsay A.C.Horne,
IBreadalbane' ,
10 Seymour Avenue,
DUNDEE. DD2 lHG

Holiday Study Course
We have received the following intimation from the Northern

District, Workers' Educational Association, Newcastle upon Tyne.

STOCKTON AND DARLINGTON RAILWAY: l50th Anniversary. Its
history and the impact of railways on the North East.

The events leading to the opening of the Stockton & Darlington
Railway in 1825,its methods of working, its engines and engineers
and its economics will be discussed. The subsequent development
of the North Eastern Railway system and in particular the railways
in N.W.Durham and the Cleveland HUls will be shown together with
their impact on the landscape and local society - in addition the
growth of the privately owned colliery railways of County Durham.

Excursions will be made to all the accessible sites on the
Stockton and Darlington Railway including Shildon, so closely
associated with Timothy Hackworth and his engines, where a major
exhibition of locomotives wjll be held at the B.R. Workshops.
Other excursions will be made to the North York Moors Light Railway,
the remnants of the Stanhope and 'I'yne Railway,Causey Arch'the first
railway bridge' and the North of England Open Air Museum at
Beamish.

Finally, a view of the Grand Procession of Locomotives on

....
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Sunday,31st August at Shildon.
Tutors include Ken Hoole, Don Wilcock, Edward ~cClelland,Les

Charlton, Colin Mountford and Douglas Hardy.
Tutor in Charge: John Gosden, B.A.
Accommodation will be jn single study - bedrooms at the

College of Education, Vane Terrace, Darlington.
Wednesday 27th August to departure on Wednesday 3rd September

1975. FEE: £ 40.00 will incJude entry to exhibitions and coach and
rail excursion fares.

:~ill any members of the .~.R.G. who are interested in going
please contact IAN RATTRAY, who has application forms.

M E M B E R S HIP.
t

"'1 We are now a slightly smaller Group, with our membership
now standing at 23.Two notable II drop outs " are Ed. Nicoll and John Ki rkland.
However, most of the rest ~.<ierethe II out of towers II, who never
came to meetin gs anywa y •

IAN ~{ATTRAY.

R A I L T 0 U R S.-------
It may be a bjt lAte to organise more than one railtour this

SUFmer. How about going to Duff tow? If any members have other
suggestions, please contact me.

IAN RATTRAY.

- - - - - - - - -
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International Express Train No. 1 S 77

L.

Sandwiched between " The Night Aberdonian II and II The Night
Scotsman ", this train leaves King's Cross, Saturdays excepted, at
23.15 on its nightly journey to Aberdeen. The through service
north of Edinburgh began with the introduction of the 1973/74
timetable on 7th May 1973. The service was introduced to accomodate
a growing demand principally from oil personnel based at the East
Coast ports. .

After stops at Peterborough, to uplift, Newcastle, Dunbar and
Drem, this heavy train, which must not exceed 548 tons, is hauled
into Edinburgh at 06.32 behind a Class 55 locomotive ( or sub -
stitute!). On Mondays only, a Class 47 is rostered.

Assuming that arrival in Waverley is to time, there is a wait
of 37 minutes before the journey northward begins. During this
time, the engine should be exchanged for a Class 47, while the
carriages are remarshalled. Departing at 07.15, the train, now
hauled quite probably by a Class 40 and not too infrequently by a
Class 25 or 27, working either singly or in multiple, should
comprise 2 GUY, an SO ( attached at the front in Edinburgh), a
BCK, an SK, a second SO and two sleepers - a first and second.
During whatever are considered busy periods, I have sometimes seen
three or even four sleepers attached to the rear of the Mark 1
coaches.

After Waverley, no matter how it is composed, the train takes
on a very different role. It becomes the principal morning
northbound commuter train. Students and workers must find what
spaces there are. It is a great pity our railways never officially
introduced a ' couchette ' class, for there always seems a
reluctance on the part of passengers to open blind - drawn doors.
( Especially now that the film n Murder on the Orient Express " has
been released!) The train's ctlIIl1lluterstatus makes it the more
unfortunate that it is a spasmodic timekeeper. For a week or
maybe even two, she will be only the odd minute out either way,
but then the strain seems to tell. If the train is running very
late, a d.m.u. is usually substituted •. I have travelled on the
06.57 from Dundee to Edinburgh, a train usually comprising one
two car and two three car d.m.u. sets, to find the front set being

....
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. . k Id t form the substitution.
takenR~i~~~n~l~oC~heYAb~rdeen train, her s~ops in F~fe include
Inverkeithing. Burnt island , Kirkcaldy, ~~rklnch, Ladybank'h dul d
Springfield, Cupar and Leuchars, with arrival in Dundee sc e e
for OS .52.

The stop at such a wayside unstaffed halt as Springfield, I
think comes very much as a surprise to the unacquainted traveller,
especially on a dark morning as the odd assortment of flickering
lamps pick out the station's two regular passengers in the
dimmest glow. This, indeed, is one country station which is still
very much at the heart of the railways, being referred to from
as far away as King's Cross. While not forgotten by the railways,
it is a country station which is not always in the mind of the
train crews. On more than one occasion, drivers have had to make
an emergency stop. I have seen the driver of one Edinburgh
bound d.m.u., while stopped here, wave frantically to an oncoming
driver, who in time realised it was more than a friendly greeting!
Flnally, train No I S 77 must have given Springfield the unique
and possibly lasting distinction of being the smallest station in
Fife at which a Class 55 hauled train has made a scheduled stop.

After changing engine crew at Dundee; the train resumes the
faster - timed schedule of Edinburgh - Aberdeen expresses. With
stops now only at Arbroath, Montrose and Stonehaven, the Granite
City is reached at 10.16.

At Aberdeen, the train is divided - the ordinary carriages
returning to London by the 19.20 and the sleepers forming part of
the 19.45.

Below are random selections of the train's composition:-
Date 3/5/74 8/5/74 10/5/73 11/5/73 15/5/73 29/4/74Engine No. 124 1968 1969Class 24 1510 359 16147 47 47 40 40

GUV GUV, GUV GUV GUV BSOGUV BCK GUV SO PMV SKBG CK SLSTP BCK SO BCKSO SK SO SO BCK SOSLSTP BCt SLF SO SKSLF SK SL8TP SK SLF8K SLSTP 8LSTP8LF 8LF (S.BRUCE)SL8TP
- - - - - - +,.,
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The West and Tal Bridge Stations in 1963

During the years between 1960 and 1965, a series of studies
was undertaken into the possible rationalisation of the Working
Facilities at Dundee's West and Tay Bridge stations.

The Editor has received some data, relating to these studies,
which it is felt provides a very interesting comparison between
the levels of activity at these two stations in 1963.

It was largely upon this data that the decision to close the
West station was implemented.

Coaching Traffic - 1963
Tay Bridge West Total

Passengers Booked 452,579 94,246 546,825
Season Tickets Issued 11,849 1,681 13,530
Parcels Forwarded 143,7'n 51,497 195,274
Parcels Received 205,062 121,054 326,116 J.

The very much smaller number of Passengers Booked through
the West station is reflected below in its Summer Passenger Train
Movements during that year.

Daily Train Movements

DOWN
Arrive

a.m. a.m.
3.30 SO Parcels, Perth to Dundee West 4.05
4.15 MSX " If If II If 4.50
8.20 SX D.M.U. " If II " 8.49
7.15 Glasgow II II u 9.29
9.15 II " " " 11.17

p.m.
11.15 " It II II 1.29

.•......--
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p.m.
1.25 SX
1.15
3.15
5.00
6.15

UP
a.m.
7.45
7.55
9.20 SX
9.30 so

10.00
12 noon

p.m.
2.00
4.0U
5.25
6.00
8.00
8.50

7

Arrive
p.m.

D.M.U. Perth to Dundee West 1.58
Glasgow II " n 3.10

II II " R 5.15
" II n n 7.05
II II II n 8.20

Dundee west to Glasgow
n.». U. 11 II II Perth

II " " I! n

II II II Manchester
II II n Glasgow
n II n I!

" " " "
II " It "

n.».u. I! II " Perth
II " 11 Glasgow
II " II "

E.C.S. n It 11 Perth

All Sunday Services were worked to and from the Tay Bridge.
Indicated below is an example of extra trains run on the

morning of Saturday, 20th July 1963 - the commencement of the
Dundee Trades Holidays :-

Vehicles Loading
7.33 am. West to Glasgow 7 50%
7.43 am Tay Bridge It Edinburgh 9 281 passengers
7.55 am. West II Crewe 12 90%
8.20 am West II Stranraer 8 95%
8.40 am West " Heads of Ayr 10 98%

10.10 am West " Inverness 7 90%
It is intended in a following issue to complete the comparison

with a table relating to movements at the Tay Bridge station.
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A Night of Intrigue

About 1.30 a.m. on the morning of Monday 30th June 1913,
one of the signalmen on duty at Leuchars saw a sudden gleam of
fire shoot up through the centre of the Junction station roof.
Hurriedly climbing down from his cabin and running along to the
platform, he saw that the booking office was on fire. Flames
were belching out and the whole building was ablaze - burning
as if like tinder.

Having roused the station master and any other staff who
were within hailing distance, he and his colleagues made every
effort to keep the outbreak from spreading.

It was quite apparent from the beginning that their efforts
would be of little avail and so the fire brigade in connection
with the paper works at Guardbridge was also surrmoned. However,
all the station buildings, including the offices, refreshment .
room, waiting and other rooms were completely destroyed. In the
space of a very short time, only four charred walls were left
standing as gaunt reminders of what, up to the day before, had
been a trim modern structure. So intense had been the heat at
the height of the conflagratjon, that the weighing and 'sweet -
meat' dispensing machines on the platform were reduced to lumps,
of twisted metal.

Senior railway staff arrived by specjal trajn and arrange -
ments were at once put in hand to erect a temporary bOOKing
office. Although there were inevitably delays and inconveniences
throughout the morning, by the afternoon arrangements were
working fairly well. The loss of tickets was minimised to a
certain extent by bringing up the tickets and books from Leuchars
Old station.

Total damage resulting from the fire was estimated to be in
the region of £ 2,000.

The police took into their possession half a dozen cannisters
which had contained a I highly inflammable fluid ' and which
vere found distributed about the building.
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Investigations by the police never established the
identity of the persons by whom the fire was started, although
there has never been any doubt that it was instigated by women
suffragettes. It was thought that a powerful yellow 25 h.p.
motor car, seen cruising in the early hours of that morning in
the Ladybank and Leuchars vicinities,may very probably have had
some connection. In the opinion of an eye - witness, it con _
tained six or seven ladies and two gentlemen. The witness
thought it odd that the driver wore old clothes and not a
chauffeur's uniform, as would apparently have been expected in
those days.

SCOTT BRUCE

f
I

The following criticism of the Edinburgh, Perth and Dundee
Railway appeared in a local newspaper during October 1850:-

n Fake Economy on our Railway Line •

II The Directors evidently expect that every third class
passenger shall bring his own candle to light him on his way at
night, for every train consists of two wise carriages that
have their lamps trimmed and burning and two foolish carriages
that have lamps with no oil in them at all."

" Forgetfulness or carelessness is not to be attributed as
the cause, for the railway servants themselves regularly have
to assure travellers that the Company cannot afford the least
illumination and that the pennyworth of oil needed would
consume all the dividends so earnestly looked for.n

" The only conceivable motive, which the Directors can have
is to force travellers to pay extra and journey in first or '
second class carriages n.

--~~==============================~~
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Gresley Coach Compartment

I have agreed to take over the day - to - day running of the
compartment.

The attention of Shareholders being drawn to the article on
pages 3 and 4 of the August 1974 II Cock of the North II. The guide
lines laid down in the article still hold good, except that a
system of allocation of use is to be instituted, ( the allocation
will be 73 days use per year per person - a day being considered
as running from 12 noon to 12 noon).

A register will be kept of all those using the compartment,
plus what portion of their allocation has been used up. To make
this systB~ work, I will require to be informed in advance of £bl~
visits by Shareholders. If more than two people ~ish to use the
compartment on the same day,preference will be given to those who
have used the least of their allocation. The register will be open
for inspection by Shareholders at any time.

I will also be keeping the accounts pertaining to compartment,
and, in addition, will liaise with 1211 Owners' Club ana S.n.A. on
behalf of the Shareholders, who will be kept informed by means of
"I'he Cock of the North ", ( My thanks in anticipation to A.R.G.
Editorial Staff). It appears that some Shareholders are still
owing money to the Compartment fund and it would be very helpful
if these outstanding monies could be paid as soon as possible.

Shareholders are expected to leave the compartment as they
would wish to find it ( Le. neat, tidy and clean). The outer
coach doors are now fitted with locks which work. Keys for the
outer coach doors will be distributed in due course. The coach
lighting and he8ting~rnay be connected to the 240V mains in the
station at the 'Boat'. Where and when is to be arranged with the
.3RA/SRC Duty Officer. The cable for this purpose will be found at
the opposite end of the coach to the kitchen, either in the wall
cupboard, or in what was the toilet compartment.

N.B. All visits to be intimated IN ADVANCE to:-
T.M.Smith,
A.R.G. Sales,
228 Townhill Road,
DUN.F'ERMLINE.
Fife, KYl2 ODG. Tel. Dunfermline 25725 after 60m Hon-Fri.

~~...-...-...-...-...-...-...-...-...-...-...-...-...-...-...-...-...-...-...-...-...-...-...-...-...-...-----~------~--~---
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For Sale

Two shares in the Gresley Coach Compartment
Price £ 10 each.
Contact: - T.M. Smith,

228 Townhill Road,
DUNFER}1LINE •
Fife. KYl2 ODG.

Closing date for application is by the Group Meeting on
Sunday, 20th April 1975.

Can Anyone Help?

We have received the foll~wing letter from a Mr Hooper in
Oldham and would be grateful if anybody with helpful information
could contact Ian Rattray, who will forward It to Mr Hooper ,

" Dear Sir,
I am writing to you hoping that you or any member of

the Angus Railway Group could help me out, as I am seeking
information regarding Scottish Region steam motive power depots
of B.R.

I require to know the size of shed e.g.
whether dead - end, through or round - house type,
turntable and type of coaling plant. Any sketches
panoramic views of the sheds would be useful.

Any reasonable costs will be reimbursed
you in anticipation.

number of roads,
the size of
of layouts or

by me. Thanking

J. Hooper. "

Riddle No prizes for knowing the reiationship between a
railway guard and a school mistress. See back page for sordid
answer.



CLUES ACROSS CLUES DOWN
1 Ego (4) 2 Love to run away? (5)
4 Responsibility, overlaid with 3 Dandy (3)

gold? (4) 4 Natural talk? (3)
8 Set against (7) 5 Burdened (5)

10 Initially important (3) 6 City of sound? (9)
11 Girl's name (3) 7 Promise (9)
12 Utensil of mud? (7) 9 Desired Level (7)
15 Archbishop (7) 13 Essential element (3)
17 Mixture of metal and rock (3) 14 Water creature (3)
18 Large vessel for the exciseman? 15 Dwindle (5)

(3) 16 Bookmaker's Odds? (5)
19 White ant (7) 20 Dispose (3)
22 Raised frpm dough? (4) 21 Decorate a cake (3)
23 Leisure (4)

- - - -
Solution to Riddle While the guard minds the train, the

school mistress trains the mindt


